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B
ritain has entered an
official period of na-
tional mourning for
monarch, Elizabeth.
Many Britons will be
reflecting on what it

means to lose such a source of con-
stancy in a society of rapid change.
But the question many outside the
country will, again, ask is
whether a hereditary con-
stitutional monarchy in a lib-
eral democracy presents an
apparent paradox.

The answer is that the
paradox can be resolved
only by broad and sustained
public consent for the insti-
tution. One of Elizabeth’s
achievements as a stateswoman is
to leave the institution of the
monarchy in just as strong a posi-
tion as she inherited in the 1950s
from her father.

Strong support
Much else has changed in that time.
Today’s Britain is considerably less
deferential towards most of its in-
stitutions, certainly towards parlia-
ment and the police. Intense media

scrutiny seemed likely to dent the
monarchy in the 1980s and 90s, with
the very public fragmentation of the
marriage of Charles and Diana.

Yet the republican minority who
would leave the monarchy behind
remained unchanged, at one-fifth of
the population, decade after decade
– since the first modern opinion poll
on the subject recorded 19% for a re-
public back in 1969. There has been
no more stable measure in British
public opinion.

Elizabeth herself was more pop-
ular, with 86% public approval to 7%
disapproval, as she marked seven
decades on the throne this spring.
Her sense of public duty secured the

respect of even most of those for
whom the principle of monarchy is
untenable.

That British identity
Every politician in the world might
envy that gravity-defying achieve-
ment across seven decades. Over 23

million people – more than
40% of the UK population –
took part in jubilee events
this summer. Elizabeth’s role
in reconciliation in Ireland,
the first monarch to visit in
a century at the time of the
2011 state visit, was one case
where symbolism made a
substantive difference.

The British are a somewhat dif-
ferent people than we were in the
1950s. A 99% mono-ethnic and
strongly Christian society became
a modern, multiethnic, often strong-
ly secular society of many faiths and
none. Research studies regularly
find that Britain’s ethnic mi-
norities have a stronger sense of
identification with British identity
than the white British.

The monarchy was often
valued, especially by the
first generation of mi-
grants, for whom it
was the symbol not
solely of the empire
itself but just as
strongly of the
post-imperial sto-
ry of Common-
wealth migra-
tion that ex-
plained our
p r e s e n c e ,
status and
identity as
British.

Queen vs Thatcher
The Commonwealth was
one of Elizabeth’s great
causes. The palace came
closer than ever to
breaching constitu-
tional limits of the role
when the monarch’s
private frustration
with the Thatcher gov-
ernment’s isolation

over sanctions on apartheid South
Africa became public. Elizabeth was
delighted to welcome Nelson Man-
dela’s post-apartheid democracy back
into the Commonwealth fold.

In 1983, Elizabeth’s Christmas
broadcast featured clips of meeting
Indira Gandhi at the Commonwealth
summit in New Delhi. This led
Enoch Powell, the arch enemy of the
first generation of Commonwealth
migrants, to launch an extraordi-
nary public attack, charging the
monarch with having “the affairs
and interests in other continents as
much, or more, at heart than those
ofher own people”, and being too con-
cerned “for the susceptibilities of a

vociferous minority of newcomers”.
Powell felt this was “pregnant with
peril” for the monarchy’s future,
“threatening the place of the Crown
in the affections of the people”. Like
‘Rivers of Blood’ it was another of
Powell’s pessimistic predictions that
modern Britain proved wrong.

Elizabeth began her 2012 jubilee
tour in Leicester, among Britain’s
most diverse cities, to show the in-
stitution’s desire to be a bridging
monarchy. That her grandson
William recently unveiled a new Na-
tional Monument to the Windrush
generation of migrants at Waterloo
Station reflects a similar spirit. The
future challenge for the monarchy
will be to remain as relevant to
younger Britishborn generations as
it was to their parents and grand-
parents.

Over to Charles III
The unknown question has always
been how much the rock-solid sta-
bility of the monarchy reflected the
reassuring, unchanging presence of
Elizabeth herself. For this fortnight,
the new monarch, having lost his
mother, will have a great surge of
public sympathy and goodwill. The
oldest monarch ever to accede,
Charles will decide in the months to
come how to strike the right balance
of continuity and change in his own
coronation.

For now, those who ques-
tion whether the
monarchy can re-
main relevant to a

changed Britain
will surely find

their answer in the
sheer scale of pub-
lic engagement with

these historic moments of
ceremonial change, marked

just once or twice in a lifetime.
Their potent message is to bring
a changed, multi-ethnic socie-
ty together to share the tradi-
tions that remind us all that
modern Britain is still

Britain.
The writer is Direc-
tor of British Fu-
ture, a non-parti-
san thinktank

H
umanity is still struggling for an
answer to the original pre-KBC
question: which came first, the
chicken or the egg? (Not that we
have been unlucky all the time —

it took only 46 years to prove the modular-
ity theorem that was the Taniyama-
Shimura conjecture). Now, we face another
variant of this unsolved puzzle: if a
planned product is cloned based on
informed leaks and released before the
original, does the real McCoy become the
McCopy, and vice versa? Consider. The

world’s factory that makes everything and
their knockoffs sniffed an opportunity
when rumours converged on Apple chang-
ing iPhone’s 5-year-old design this year.

Based on early artist’s renders on social
media showing twin iPhone 14 Pro models
where the front notch was replaced with two
cutouts to house the Face ID and the cam-
era, China’s cottage cloners started cranking
out non-iPhones by the crore. (Later
rumours say a software patch will blend the
cutouts). True, these clones running an imi-
tation of unreleased iOS 16 miss out on pass-
word-eliminator Passkeys and
Pegasusblocker Lockdown. But when Tim
Cook took the stage to unveil real iPhones
and other shiny desirables, iPhoney owners
will wonder what the fuss is about. 
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W
hen Cyrus Mis-
try was an-
nounced as
the cho-
sen suc-

cessor to Ratan Tata to
lead the Tata Group, af-
ter prolonged speculation
over the beneficiary of
that inevitable leadership
change, the ‘Economic
Times’ ran a headline that said,
‘Mystery Ends, Mistry Begins’. How-
ever, Mistry never really got going and
the goings-on at the highest levels of
the Tata Group took on a character
that defied public understand-
ing, despite vigorous, if selec-
tive, leaks from diverse quar-
ters of their collective dys-
function, within a couple of
years of Mistry’s takeover in
2012.

Ratan Tata’s big
deals

It would be fairly easy to brand many
of the grand gestures the Tata Group
took under Ratan Tata’s leadership
that made the Tatas a globally re-
spected brand as grandiose in essence,
rather than the hardnosed business
decisions that acquisitions of big ven-
tures abroad are supposed to be. Tata
Steel’s acquisition of Corus, for ex-
ample, never enthused domestic in-
vestors in Tata Steel. However, there

is no gainsaying the basis
points shaved off the

cost of debt the Tatas
could raise globally,
in the wake of Ratan
Tata’s bold steps into
global contention.
The Tata sheen

rubbed off on India
Inc in general, too.

Crossing the
‘t’s, dotting the ‘i’s
If Ratan Tata towered over the

group, and the Indian
business community, as
a visionary leader, Mis-
try played manager. If the
Nano venture proved a
dud, Mistry was hardly to
blame. While the idea of an
affordable, yet modern au-
tomobile was refreshingly

bold and well-executed, even if with
some delay, the car’s positioning prob-
ably undermined the entire project.
No one wants to own ‘the poor man’s
car’. 

You can’t renege
Where Mistry erred, and griev-
ously, was on the Tatas’ decision,
under his stewardship, to dis-
honour their financial obligation
to Japan’s NTT-DoCoMo. The
Japanese giant had invested money

in Tata’s telecom venture with a put
option that would allow the investor
to exit at half the value of the initial
investment, if it so wished, after a
specified number of years. The ven-

ture did not fare well, and NTT-Do-
CoMo wanted to exercise its option to
sell its stake to the Tatas as agreed.
Instead of honouring the agreement,
Mistry-led Tatas tried to wriggle out
of the obligation, making use of a val-
uation norm prescribed by India’s cen-
tral bank for shares sold in such cir-
cumstances. This led to internation-
al arbitration, which the Tatas lost.

Mistry wanted to see the ‘i’s dot-
ted and the ‘t’s crossed, but here he
missed the big picture.

Greatness given &
taken back

In 2016, in a boardroom coup,
Mistry was removed as Tata
chairman. He appealed and lost
in the legal challenges.It has been
said of greatness that some are
born to it, some achieve it while

yet others have greatness thrust
upon them. If somebody is in

a position to thrust greatness
upon someone, it stands to

reason they could also
snatch back what
had been given, es-
pecially if its recip-

ient did not show
real appetite for the

stuff. Cyrus Mistry
embodied that sombre

lesson.
Source: TOI Edit

Why modern, multi-ethnic Britain, irreverent about other institutions, loves its royals

Today’s Britain is considerably
less deferential towards most
of its institutions...Yet the
republican minority who would
leave the monarchy behind
remained unchanged

Learning outcomes are poor for too
many children. One reform: make
schools accountable to parents

A
survey of 86,000 class III students
from 10,000 government and pri-
vate schools found 11% of stu-
dents lacking basic numeracy
skills and 37% with limited skills.

To look at the glass half full, 42% met global
minimum proficiency and had sufficient skills
while 10% boasted superior skills. No doubt,
many schools, especially catering to middle
classes, are impressive. But the lagging 48%
is India’s major challenge. Collectively, it’s a
number over 1 crore given an estimated 2. 3
crore children in Grade 3, assuming 100% en-
rolment.

In languages, some good news came
from English proficiency levels – 34% had
superior skills, 21% sufficient skills and 45%
were below par. For Hindi, corresponding
figures were 25%, 22% and 53%, respectively,
and Tamil 9%, 14% and 77%. Only Punjabi
outdid English. Desire to master the Eng-
lish language, widely seen as a passport to
better prospects, may be one explanation.
And it’s also a reminder to politicians who
target English that children and their par-

ents have a clear preference. Some findings
seem puzzling and need further examina-
tion, including the quality of the sample.
Poor performance in children’s numeracy
skills in rich states like Tamil Nadu and Del-
hi compares with above average perform-
ance in one of the poorest states, Bihar. 

Nationally, the news is not hopeful. IT
DOESN’T TAKE A MATH WHIZ TO FIG-
URE OUT THAT SO MANY CHILDREN
LACKING BASIC NUMERACY SKILLS
IS REAL BAD NEWS FOR A MODERN
ECONOMY. Think about when these chil-
dren grow up – many low-skill jobs will dis-
appear due to automation. Already, as evi-
denced by educated unemployed queuing
up for jobs below their learning qualifica-
tions, India has a jobs scarcity and em-
ployability problem. Spending more mon-
ey on primary education is necessary but
not sufficient. The quality of teachers and
teaching are problems that can only be
solved by making schools accountable to
their customers – parents of children who
study. That means decentralisation of edu-
cation administration, something not on
any political agenda.

TK ARUN

Your
CEO training

begins now. Read
this article to under-
stand how organisa-
tions win some and

lose some

THE CHAIRMAN WHO KEPT A LOW PROFILE

Our ancient texts provide
conceptual clarity

K
artavya or duty — the word got
renewed attention after the
renaming of Raj Path to Kartavya
Path — is a much-debated con-

cept in the context of modern states and
their relationship with citizens. Today’s
Indians, interested in this modern
debate, can get considerable conceptual
clarity by reading how our ancient texts
defined and understood kartavya. It’s,
famously, a recurring
theme in the
‘Bhagwad Gita’.
As Arjun stood
doubt-ridden
on the
Kurukshetra
battlefield,
Krishn tells him
what his duty is.
Kartavya, Krishn
says, demands selfless serv-
ice, adherence to dharma, working with-
out expectation of rewards, and indiffer-
ence to desires and possessions.

This may appear impossible to us, liv-
ing in a maddening, material modern
world. But remember, in no age have
humans progressed without renouncing
ego and developing self-control. And if
you want to think about those who have
walked the path of kartavya, don’t think
of the rich or the famous or the powerful
or the legendary. 

SELFLESS WORK HAS BUILT MUCH OF
WHAT WE VALUE – SO THINK OF MOTHERS
AND HOMEMAKERS, ARTISANS AND SCI-
ENTISTS, TEACHERS AND DOCTORS, OVER
GENERATIONS. HISTORY DOESN’T RECORD
THEIR INDIVIDUAL CONTRIBUTIONS. 

Because history is not just an arbi-
trary and necessarily-biased recording of
the past, it’s also always a top-down
worldview, where every figure wanted
something. As our ancients understood,
true satisfaction comes from just doing
one’s job well.

Well, is it?

How would you define Kartavya? Write to us at
toinie175@gmail.com

How can we solve the math problem?
Write to us at toinie175@gmail.com 

It’s important to make your
voice heard. 

Send Letters to the Editor

at ttooiinniiee117755@@ggmmaaiill..ccoomm
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RENEGE
Meaning: To go back on a

promise, under-
taking, or 
contract..

Example: “They have
reneged on their promises

to us.”

Origin: Renege has been
found in the written record

since the 1500s, where it
originally meant “renounce”
or “abandon”. It’s rooted in

the Latin word “negare”,
“which means “to deny”.
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